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B.C. Towns



To generalize …

There are two kinds of towns in 
British Columbia’s heartland:

Stripped or constrained.

This is stripped.



Cranbrook is a Kootenay community of 18,000,                  
well known for the commercial strip that lines                  
the Crowsnest Highway to its east. 

It may be the strippiest town in B.C. for its size.

CranbrookCranbrookCranbrook

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cranbrook%2C_British_Columbia


But can any town in B.C. really top Kelowna and its suburbs?But can any town in B.C. really top Kelowna and its suburbs?

Highway 97 to the northeast is a jumble of malls, big boxes Highway 97 to the northeast is a jumble of malls, big boxes 
and driveand drive--in restaurants all the way to the airport.in restaurants all the way to the airport.

WestbankWestbank (below) is aiming to be even (below) is aiming to be even strippierstrippier.  This .  This 
southwest approach to Kelowna captures it all, from big box     southwest approach to Kelowna captures it all, from big box     
to billboard.to billboard.

WestbankWestbankWestbank



KamloopsKamloopsKamloops

Almost all B.C. towns began as stops along the railway -
oriented toward the river or lake along which the tracks would 
run.  Typically laid out on a 19th century grid, the downtown and 
nearby neighbourhoods were within walking distance of the 
railway station.

Then came the highways.  



In the post-war world of Highways Minister ‘Flyin’ Phil’
Gaglardi (not coincidentally, the MLA from Kamloops), 
British Columbia underwent an asphalt boom that was 
favourably compared to the age of the Roman road. 

At the junction of the Trans-Canada and 
Yellowhead Highways, Kamloops was 
fundamentally re-oriented. Everything 
would be designed for and around the car 
and the truck.

The grid dissolved, downtown declined, 
and urban planning consisted of orienting 
the subdivisions and shopping malls to the 
Trans-Canada Highway as it wound its 
way up the slopes and benchlands.

Geography is no constraint.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Arthur_Gaglardi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kamloops


The landscape is disciplined with concrete.



Sites are flattened, fenced, paved and edged with 
unhappy landscaping.



Nature is an intruder, to be subdued.



So are people          
outside their cars.

In a car, a quarter 
mile is irrelevant.

For pedestrians, a 
quarter mile is about 

the distance they 
might traverse if the 

route is clear, safe 
and attractive.

In Kamloops, visitors 
are likely to be 
accommodated in a 
hotel well away from 
the historic down-
town, with no transit 
connections.  

Those who have 
money to spend but 
are on foot will be 
discouraged in 
Kamloops.



A wants to get to B.

This is in between.This is in between.

A

B



There aren’t supposed 
to be pedestrians.                

So they aren’t 
accommodated. 



In auto world, buildings cover only 40 percent of 
their sites.  The rest is reserved, as required by 

parking and zoning codes, for cars,                       
paved edge to edge in asphalt.  

This is auto world.



It is a world of stucco, 
concrete block and 

cartoon architecture.

Where only the 
freeway is meant                 

to last.



After a half century of road building and car dependence 
we can see the results. 

Our cities are disposable and we are fat and vulnerable.



Strips deliver the fat Strips deliver the fat -- and not just the kind on the and not just the kind on the 
menus of the fastmenus of the fast--food restaurants that line these food restaurants that line these 
arterials. Strips are the economic engines of many arterials. Strips are the economic engines of many 
small towns, providing their hinterlands with goods small towns, providing their hinterlands with goods 
and services and lots of parking.  and services and lots of parking.  

It's easy to lay responsibility on the road engineers: It's easy to lay responsibility on the road engineers: 
theythey‘‘ve had most of the transportation money in the ve had most of the transportation money in the 
last half century, and it's their codes and standards last half century, and it's their codes and standards 
that have prevailed over other urbanthat have prevailed over other urban--design priordesign prior--
itiesities. . 

But they did what we wanted: they made the traffic But they did what we wanted: they made the traffic 
move efficiently, safely and rapidly.  Wemove efficiently, safely and rapidly.  We’’ve ve 
prospered immensely, and weprospered immensely, and we’’d like more of that.d like more of that.

The strips The strips -- and the lifestyles they support and the lifestyles they support -- are are 
based on the unspoken expectation of cheap, based on the unspoken expectation of cheap, 
secure supplies of oil secure supplies of oil –– endless, increasing supplies. endless, increasing supplies. 

Peak oil may threaten Peak oil may threaten –– but it doesnbut it doesn’’t seem t seem 
imminent.  Thereimminent.  There’’s something more disturbing right s something more disturbing right 
in view, a consequence of the carbon we have in view, a consequence of the carbon we have 
already contributed.already contributed.

CarCar--crammed strips in B.C. towns are overlooked (or crammed strips in B.C. towns are overlooked (or 
will be soon) by mountainsides increasingly will be soon) by mountainsides increasingly devasdevas--
tatedtated by the pine beetle by the pine beetle -- due in part to warmer due in part to warmer 
winters.  The dice are falling.winters.  The dice are falling.

And we are vulnerable.And we are vulnerable.



But once communities are dependent on the strips,               But once communities are dependent on the strips,               
they canthey can’’t afford to acknowledge their vulnerability. t afford to acknowledge their vulnerability. 

What they want are wider roads and bigger bridgesWhat they want are wider roads and bigger bridges..

William R. Bennett Bridge             
under construction, connecting 

Westbank and Kelowna.



In auto world, you'd think that sprawl was the only realistic 
choice for growing communities.  But some small towns, 
typically constrained by geography, agricultural land or 
valued open space, have chosen an alternative. 

They're accepting constraints and building on their assets, 
particularly if they have still-viable downtowns and walkable 
neighbourhoods.  Though it’s often late in the game, they're 
trying to avoid being Walmarted to death.

They accept their constraints; they aim to remain compact.



NelsonNelsonNelson



Nelson, a  West 
Kootenay town of 
ten thousand, was 
once a resource-
dominated regional 
centre.

Map

http://www.kccbs.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nelson%2C_B.C.


“New ideas,” said 
Jane Jacobs, “need 
old buildings.”

After decline in the 
early 1980s, Nelson 
reinvented itself as a 
cultural community, 
restoring its 
remarkable inventory 
of heritage buildings, 
and emphasizing 
locally-based 
businesses, 
education and the 
arts.



In Nelson, the 
creative class 

took elements of 
the alternative 

lifestyle and 
made them 

mainstream, 
reinforced by 

media, popular 
culture and 

word of mouth.  



OsoyoosOsoyoosOsoyoos
Some towns may actually prefer the strip but are prevented Some towns may actually prefer the strip but are prevented 
from sprawling by the Agricultural Land Reserve from sprawling by the Agricultural Land Reserve –– the most the most 
important landimportant land--preservation tool and urbanpreservation tool and urban--shaping initiative in shaping initiative in 
British Columbia history.British Columbia history.



Some towns have 
realized that their 
identity and 
prosperity increas-
ingly come from the 
factors that make 
them unique, derived 
from the local 
landscape.  They 
evolve strategies 
that distinguish them 
from the anonymity 
and ubiquity of the 
strip.



The provincial government is not oblivious to the 
opportunities.  The Spirit Square program provides 

$20 million to create or improve outdoor public 
meeting and celebration spaces such as traditional 
town squares or community commons.  Towns with 
sprawl have an incentive to become more compact; 

others can build on past success.  

http://www.spiritsquares.gov.bc.ca/


It doesnIt doesn’’t necessarily mean these places are authentic, or even t necessarily mean these places are authentic, or even 
sustainable. Kimberley is mining Bavarian kitsch, creating a thesustainable. Kimberley is mining Bavarian kitsch, creating a thememe--park park 
environment to attract tourists that drive or fly in from placesenvironment to attract tourists that drive or fly in from places far away..far away..

KimberleyKimberleyKimberley



Jobs and 
economies 
derived by 
tourism may 
have less 
resilience than 
the boom-and-
bust industries 
that preceded 
them.  

But the lifestyles 
they encourage 
may in the long 
run be healthier.  



Communities that aim to 
become more natural by 
becoming more compact 
- not a contradiction -
also derive benefits from 
becoming more walkable.  
They spew less carbon.  
They’re not as fat.  
They’re not as 
vulnerable.

See Price Tags 70 for an 
earlier view.

http://www.sightline.org/publications/enewsletters/price_tags/pricetags70.pdf


My bet for is on the constrained town,       
the place that builds on its past, doesn't 
design itself for the convenience of big 

cars and trucks, becomes more resilient 
and gives people choices for times when 
things get uglier - and makes their towns  

a lot less so.
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